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Thesis  Abstract
The  pur.pose  of  the  study  was  to  investigate  studentst
perceptions  of  instr.uctors'  pl.ofessional  attitudes  and
students'  and  instructor`st  educational  philosophy  during
the  initial  quarter  in  a  newly  established  technical
institute ,
The  75  subjects  of  the  study  were  selected  from  the
initial  loo  Fall  quarter  enrollees  at  Blue  Ridge  Technical
Institute  at  Hendersonville,   North  Car.olina.     Twenty-five
students  from  the  initial  loo  enrollees  were  excluded  from
the  study  due  to  withdrawals  or  absences  during  the  quarter.
The  instructors  of  the  study  were  the  initial  full-time
curr.iculum  instructors  employed  at  the  Institute.
The  students  in  the  study  were  pre-  and  posttested  on
two  instruments:     (a)  Kerlingerts  ES-VII,   and     (b)  the
Professional  Education  Attitude  Test     (PEAT).     The  in-
str.uctors  of  the  study  were  pre-  and  posttested  on
Kerlinger.s  ES-VII.
The  data  collected  on  the  two  instruments  were  subjected
to  statistical  treatment   (t  tests)  to  test  the  Ma.jor.  Null
Hypothesis  at  the   .05  and  .01  level  of  confidence.
On  Kerlinger.s  ES-VII  Drafting  students  showed  a  sig-
nificant,  increase  in  the  direction  of  a  progressive
philosophy  of  education  while  Business  students  indicated
movement  toward  a  traditional  educational  philosophy.
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Significant  differ`ences  toward  a  progr.essive  philosophy
of  Business  Administration  students  when  compared  with
instl`uctors  wer.e  found  on  the  posttest  measure  of
Kerlinger's  ES-VII  as  they  existed  on  the  pretest  measure.
Electrical  students,  when  compared  with  instructors,
retained  a  significant  t,raditional  philosophy  on  the
posttest  as  on  the  pretest.    Welding  and  Drafting  students
failed  to  show  significant  differences  in  their  philosophy
on  the  posttest  as  they  did  on  the  pretest.     }`ifale  students
retained  their  significant  position  of  holding  a  pro-
gr.essive  educational  philosophy  on  the  posttest  measui-e
which  they  held  earlier.     On  the  Professional  Education
Attitude  Test,   significant  change  was  noted  in  Welding
studentst  perceptions  of  their  instr`uctor's  teaching
techniques.
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Chapter  I
Introduction
In  the  area  of  educational  evaluation  ther.e  have  been
several  methods  of  assessing  instructor  effectiveness  and
educational  philosophy.     According  to  Voeks   (1962),   there
aLI.e  three  methods  of  evaluating  an  instructorts  effective-
ness.     One  of  the  most  basic  and  logical  methods  can  be
accomplished  by  testing  student  achievement.     Another
method  is  based  upon  the  evaluations  of  colleagues  and
administrative  heads.    A  third  method  of  teacher  evaluation
can  be  accomplished  by  the  students  themselves.     Voeks   (1962)
stated:     ''Student  ratings  are  made  by  those  who  are  actually
experiencing  the  teaching  process  and  very  often  know when
their  interest  has  been  increased  or  their.  enthusiasm  for
learning  has  been  heightened   (p.   213)."
One  way  in  which  students  can  evaluate  teaching  is
through  formal  ratings  of  each  instructor  by  his  own  students.
The  comments  of  Centra   (1966)   contend:
There  is  every  indication  that,  on  the  whole,
for.mal  student  evaluations,  if  handled  properly,
can  be  quite  useful  and  valid.     However,  student
ratings  tend  to  be  less  valid  when  describing  the
qualifications  and  characteristics  of  the  instruc-
tor,  for  students  very  often  equate  good  teaching
with  exuberant  pet.sonality  and  an  entertaining
lecturer.
It  seems  unlikely  that  students  are  qualified  to
evaluate  such  areas  as  teacherls  qualifications
in  a  subject,  the  course  objectives,  and  the
soundness  of  teaching  the  course  itself.    Therefore,
to  insur.e  maximum  validity,  the  rating  form  should
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be  carefully  designed  so  that  only  al`eas  pertaining
specifically  to  organization,  techniques,  and  at-
:i:a::I:ew::::ug:::c?5? ;!fi?t  the  student ts  learning
Statement  of  the  Problem
The  purpose  of  this  study  was  to  determine  if  any  sig-
nificant  changes  occur  in  studentsl  perceptions  of  instructors
professional  attitudes  and  instructors I  and  students '
educational  philosophy  during  the  initial  quarter.  in  a  newly-
established  technical  institute.
Hope  specifically,  the  study  investigated  the  perceptions
and  philosophy  of  the  initial  one  hundred  curriculum  students
who  matriculated  during  Fall  quarter  of  1970  at  Blue  Ridge
Technical  Institute  of  Hendersonville,  North  Carolina,  and
the  educational  philosophy  of  the  initial  full-time  instruc-
tors.     The  students  were  enrolled  in  the  curriculum  pr.ograms
of  Automotive  Mechanics,  Electrical  Installation  and  main-
tenance,   Business  Administration,  Executive  Secretarial,
Drafting  and  Welding.
The  objectives  were  as  follows:     (a)     to  deter.mine
whether  students.  perceptions  of  their  instructor  at  the  end
of  a  quaLrter  differed  significantly  from  their  initial
perceptions;     (b)    to  determine  if  studentsl  philosophy  of
education  yielded  any  significant  changes  over  a  quarter;
and  (c)    to  determine  if  instructors'  philosophy  of  education
changed  significantly  over  a  quar.ter.
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nificance  of  the  Problem
Because  much  of  the  nation  still  holds  the  university
concept  that  the  only  good  education  is  an  education  capped
by  four  year.s  of  college,  it  is  important  that  technical
institute  training  for.  students  be  improved.    Constant
evaluation  of  technical  institutions'  programs,  instructors,
and  students  is  mandatory.    Students  and  instr.uctors  in
technical  training  centers  possess  diver.sified  educational
backgrounds  and  philosophies;  therefore,  an  effort  to  insure
the  effective  performance  of  the  instructional  personnel  is
needed.
Kerlinger  (1963)  noted  that  much  research  energy  has
been  expended  and  many  words  written  on  the  char.acteristics,
philosophies,  and  effectiveness  of  teachers.     However,  there
is  little  known  as  to  what  constitutes  an  effective  teacher.
Mitzel   (1960)  advised  that  after  a  half  a  century  of  research
no  standards  existed  which  were  commonly  agreed  upon  as  the
cl`iteria  of  teacher  effectiveness.
Ryans   (1960)  argued  that  scientific  reseal.ch  on  teacher
effectiveness  should  center  on  the  chaLracteristics  and
educational  philosophies  of  instructors  in  actual  classrooms.
Newcomb   (1950)  indicated  that  judgments  of  the  effective
teacher,  and  also  the  ineffective  teacher,  are  in  part  influ-
enced  by  the  judge's  attitudes  and  philosophies  toward
education.
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Researches  of  Ker`linger.   (1963 )  seem  to  indicate  that
there  ar.e  two  principal  factor.s  behind  attitudes  toward
education.     These  two  factors,   he  named  ttprogr.essivism  and
Tr.aditionalism   (Kerlinger,1963,   p.   7).W    The  instructor.  who
is  progressive  would  prize  such  characteristics  as  personal
war.nth,  imagination,  and  sensitivity.     The  instructor  who  is
tr.aditional  would  prize  such  characteristics  as  conscientious-
ness,  firmness,  and  thoroughness.
There  is  a  need  to  have  questions  asked  and  answered
before  there  will  be  any  security  in  our  knowledge  of  the
effectiveness  of  the  instructor.    In  an  era  of  expanding
enrollments,  increased  number.s  of  faculty,  and  specialization
of  knowledge  in  the  community  college  system,  every  effort
should  be  made  to  meet  the  needs  of  the  students  in  the
classroom  and  to  pr.ovide  them  with  adequate  instr`uction.
The  effectiveness  problem  cannot  be  solved  by  ignoring  the
judge  who  judges  the  effectiveness  of  instr.uctors.
Significance  resides  in  this  study  in  that  it  is  the
initial  evaluation  of  instructor.s  and  educational  philosophy
of  students  and  instructors  during  the  infancy  of  Blue
Ridge  Technical  Institute.     Hopefully,  this  study  will  be
only  one  in  a  series  of  evaluation  of  the  pervading  edu-
cational  philosophy  and  student  perception  of  instr.uctor.
functioning.     It  seems  in  order  that  an  investigation  of
studentst  and  instructorst  philosophy  of  education,  and
students'  perceptions  of  instructors  be  conducted  at  the
newly-established  Blue  Ridge  Technical  Institute.
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Hypotheses
To  facilitate  the  treatment  of  the  data,  the  hypotheses
are  stated  in  the  null  form.
or  Null  H Othesis
Instr.uctors  and  students  at  Blue  Ridge  Technical  Insti-
tute  do  not  differ  significantly  on  the  D  Score  of  Kerlinger.s
ES-VII  and  the  Attitude,   Instr.uction  and  Decorum  Scores  of
the  Professional  Education  Attitude  Test  when  gr`ouped  accord-
ing  to  the  variaLbles  of  cur`riculum  area,  sex,  and  educational
status,  i.e.,  instructor  or  student.
_ry_ul_I__  subhvpo theLses
The  major  null  hypothesis  is  outlined  in  the  following
null  subhypotheses :
2.
There  is  no  significant  difference  between  pre-
and  posttest  measures  of  Kerlingerls  ES-VII  D
score  of  Blue  Ridge  Technical  Institute  students
when  treated  with  respect  to  variables  of  curri-
culum  and  sex.
There  is  no  significant  difference  between  pr.e-
and  posttest  measures  of  Kerlingerls  ES-VII  D
score  of  Blue  Ridge  Technical  Institute  instructor.s
when  grouped  together.
There  is  no  significant  difference  between  pretest
measures  of  Kerlinger.ts  ES-VII  D  score  of  all
instructors  and  students  when  students  are  sub-
divided  according  to  variables  of  curriculum
area,  sex,  and  educational  status.
There  is  no  significant  difference  between  posttest
measures  of  Kerlingerls  ES-VII  D  scor.e  of  all
instructors  and  students  when  students  are  sub-
divided  according  to  var.iables  of  curriculum  area,
sex,  and  educational  status.
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There  is  no  significant  difference  between  pre-
and  posttest  Attitude,   Instruction,  and  Decorum
Scores  of  the  Professional  Education  Attitude
Test  of  Blue  Ridge  Technical  Institute  students
when  tr.eated  with  respect  to  variables  of
curriculum  and  sex.
Definitions
For  the  purpose  of  this  study  the  following  terms  are
defined:      (a)   Philosophy  of  Education;      (b)   Difference   (D)
Score;  and   (c)  Professional  Attitudes.
Philoso of  Education
For.  the  purpose  of  this  study,  an  attempt  was  made  to
discern  whether  the  instructors  and  students  tend  to  hold  a
tr.aditional  or  progl.essive  educational  philosophy  as  measured
by  the  D  score  of  the  Her.1ingerts  ES-VII  scale.     Philosophy
of  education  refer.s  to  those  views  of  education  which  reflect
a  traditional  or  progressive  attitude.
Difference   (I))   Score
The  D  score  is  a  directional  measure  derived  from  the
difference  between  Progressivism  (A  Factor)  and  Tr'aditional-
ism   (a  Factor)  on  Kerlinger's  ES-VII  scale   ( CF.   p.   21).
Pr`ofessional  Attitudes
For.  the  purpose  of  this  study,  professional  attitudes
refer.  to  the  general  attitudes  exhibited  by  instr.uctors  in
class;  the  instructorls  ability  to  impart  infol.nation  and
handle  curr.iculum  content;  and  his  gener.al  manner  and
decorum  in  the  classroom.     These  attitudes  wet.e  measured
by  the  Pr.ofessional  Education  Attitude  Test   (PEAT).
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Assurrotions  and  I,imitations  of  the  Stud
For  the  purpose  of  this  study  the  following  assumptions
and  limitations  ar.e  given:
Assumptions
2.
That  the  questionnair.e  and  instrunent  used  in  this
investigation  were  adequate  to  deter.mine  the
educational  philosophy  of  instructors  and  students,
and  the  perceptions  of  the  students  toward  their
instl.uc tors .
That  the  students  and  instructors  answered  the
questions  candidly.
Limitations
1, The  study  was  limited  to  75  students  of  a  Fall
quarter  enrollment  of  loo  curriculum  students  at
Blue  Ridge  Technical  Institute.     Twenty-five
students  wer.e  excluded  from  the  study  due  to
withdrawals  or.  absences  during  the  quarter.
The  study  was  limited  by  the  r.estrictive  time,
one  quarter  of  the  school  year.
The  data  gathering  procedures  of  questionnaires
and  I.ating  scales  are  limited  in  their  sensitivity
and  ability  to  ascertain  the  facts.
The  conclusions  of  the  investigation  are  based
on  the  data  collected  in  the  study  and  ar.e  limited
to  populations  similar  to  the  population  from
which  this  study  was  dr.awn.
Chapter  2
Review  of  Literatul.e
In  the  ar`ea  of  educational  evaluation  much  has  been
wr.itten  regarding  teaching  assessments  made  by  administrative
evaluations,   instructorls  colleagues,  student 's  achievement
tests,  and  formal  student  evaluations;  but  only  a  bl.ief
summary  of  the  work  done  in  this  area  will  here  be  given.
The  literature  was  reviewed  under  the  following  heaLdings:
Early  Assessments  of  Teacher  Evaluation
Related  Student  Evaluations
Educational  Philosophies  of  Instructor.s  and  Students
in  the  Two-Yeal`  College
Earl Assessments  of  Teacher  Evaluation
Prior.  to  1900,  much  of  the  appraisal  of  teaching
efficiency  was  in  the  realm  of  opinion.     Merl.lam   (1906)
placed  the  concept  of  evaluation  in  the  field  of  research
and  objective  measurement  by  finding  a  col.relation  between
school  achievement  and  teaching  ability  following  the
gr.aduation  of  the  teacher.
During  the  1920's,  interest  in  teaching  appraisal  in-
creased  markedly.     In  this  period,  users  of  rating  devices
noticed  that  ratings  of  human  traits  were  inaccurate  because
the  racer.s  judgment  of  the  trait  in  a  certain  individual  waLs
influenced  by  his  general  impression  of  that  individual.
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Thor.ndike  acknowledged  this  phenomenon  in  this  country  aLnd
used  the  term  "halo  effect"  in  identifying  it.
A  study   (Charters  &  Naples,   1929)  was  made  to  provide  a
comprehensive  description  of  the  duties  and  traits  of  teachers.
This  study,   sponsored  by  a  gI.ant  from  the   Commonwealth  Fund,
was  to  provide  a  basis  for  determining  what  teachers  should
be  taught  in  their  college  education  process.     The  ultimaLte
end  of  this  study  resulted  in  the  identif ication  of  some
twenty-five  traits.
Related  Student  Evaluations
During  the  1930's  there  was  considerable  interest  in
pupil  ratings  of  teachers.    Direct  pupil  rating  was  not
thought  to  be  ethical,  so  indirect  means  of  obtaining  pupil
judgments  were  sought.     Perhaps  the  best  I.epr.esentation  of
research  attempts  of  this  nature  was  done  by  Bryan   (1937).
Bryan   (1937)  conducted  a  study  in  which  secondary  students
confidentially  rated  their  teacher.s  and  a  high  correlation
was  obtained  between  the  pupil  ratings  and  administrator's
I.atin8s.
Another  study   (Broadman,   1930)  was  made  of  pupils  I.ating
of  teachers  that  indicated  correlations  of  .81  and  .88  by
pupils  in  a  secondar.y  school  and  supervisory  personnel,
respectively.
In  a  study  in  l9W  at  Fur.due  University   (Davenport,   1944)
an  attempt  was  made  to  investigate  pupil  ratings  of  teaching
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practices.    The  results  I.evealed  that  pupils  were  quite
capable  of  evaluating  teacher.s  and  that  their  ratings  were
both  reliable  and  valid.
Beginning  in  1949  the   ''Pur.due  Rating  Scale"   (Bryan,1937)
for  instructors  became  involved  in  many  studies.     The  ''Purdue
Rating  Scale'l  was  more.  widely  used  and  better`  known  than
aLny  other  instrument  devised  to  obtain  pupil  ratings  of
teachers.    The  instructions  at  the  top  of  the  scale  direct
the  student  to  rate  the  instructor  on  the  indicated  quali-
ties  by  making  a  check  on  the  line  at  the  point  which  most
nearly  descr.ibes  him with  reference  to  the  quality  one  is
considering.     tlThe  studentls  check  marks  were  then  trans-
lated  into  grades,  which  determined  the  pupil  rating  of  the
instructor   (Br.yan,1937,   P.   7).t'
Baker  and  Remmer.s   (1951)  described  the  ''Purdue  Rating
Scalew  for.  instructors  "as  being  a  very  useful  measuring
device   (p.145)."    They  claimed  that  it  tended  to  eliminate
the  tlhalo  effect't  and  served  as  a  diagnostic  instr.ument
for  instructors.
Another  study,   concerning  the   npurdue  Rating  Scale,W
waLs  done  by  Bendig   (1953).     Because  he  felt  that  most  of  the
research  on  ratings  by  students  depended  upon  the  grades
they  received,  or  expected  to  receive  in  a  course,  he  con-
cluded  that  student  achievement  does  affect  their  rating,
therefore,  urged  that  the  ttpurdue  Rating  Scale''  be  used
with  caution.
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Several  studies  have  stressed  that  actual  responses
made  by  students  frequently  were  artificiaLl  for  the  reason
that  the  students  would  write  or  speak  to  impr`ess  teachers.
Dr.essel  and  Mayhew   (1954)  I.eported  that  mchigan  State  Uni-
versity  had  discovered  a  way  of  reducing  this  artificiality
by  encouraging  students  to  rate  each  otherls  wor.k,  not  in
addition  to  ratings  made  by  teachers  but  in  lieu  of  them.
There  is  no  doubt  that  student  rating  techniques  can
be  mishandled  and  have  tl.agic  results.     Morton   (1961),
concerned  with  this  possibility,  discussed  the  abusive  use
of  appraisals :
No  one  needs  to  elaborate  on  the  limitations  and  possi-
ble  abuses  of  the  forms.     The  form  itself  may  be
incompletely  or  improperly  phrased,  handed  out  at  the
wrong  time  or  in  the  wrong  way.     It  may  be  sub
to  misintel.pretation;  students  may  not  take
seriously.     Some  students  may  be  very  susceptible  to
bias,  prejudice,  and  the  love  of  causing  trouble
for.  someone.     In  other  cases,  the  students  may  lack
judgment  and  blame  the  instructor  for.  defects  re-
siding  in  the  textbook,  the  hour  of  the  class,  the
conditions  in  the  classroom,  and  so  on.     These
limitations  some.times  do  exist  although  student
i:::ua;:i:nip:a:22i.quite  revealing and  helpful  in
Samuel  mddlebrook   (hang,1967)  started  a  program  that
dealt  with  gI.ading  pr.actices,  student  reactions,  and  teaching
effectiveness.     In  this  program  a  for.urn was  pr`ovided  for
instr.uctors  to  discuss  openly  the  pr`oblems  they  encounter`ed
in  the  claLssroom.     Class  visitation  was  an  integrated  par.t
of  the  program,  as  was  the  use  of  models  of  effective
teaching.     Instructors  were  also  encoul.aged  to  use  a
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questionnaire  approach  in  securing  instr.uctor  evaluations
fr.om  their  own  students.
According  to  Ryans   (1954),   the  resentment  toward  be-
havioral  assessments  held  by  most  teacher.s,  especially  those
having  sever.al  years  of  experience,  is  quite  natural  unless
they  feel  that  the  results  will  be  flattering.    However,  in
any  effective  program  involving  per`sonnel,   ther.e  must  be
some  system  of  evaluating  perfol.mance.     Ryans   (1954)  wrote
that  teachers,  in  particular.,  are  opposed  to  having  their
behavior  judged  or  assessed  because  they  possess  a  general
distrust  of  the  rating  personnel  and  are  aware  of  the
ratings  being  highly  unreliable  or  subjective.     These  were
somewhat  valid  fears  and  would  require  that  the  administrator.
of  the  assessing  instrument  be  extremely  cautious  and
eliminate  all  conditions  that  may  contribute  to  their
existence.
1ithile  the  validity  of  student  ratings  has  been  under
question  for.  some  time,   student  ratings  of  teaching  ar.e
pr.obably  utilized  much  more  than  the  literature  indicates.
Ifueller  (1951)  found  that  the  trend  of  formal  faculty
evaluations  by  students  has  grown  and  is  used  quite  extensively
throughout  this  country.
Woodbur.ne   (1966)  felt  that  there  were  some  important
aspects  of  teaching  that  only  a  student  can  evaluate.     In
his  discussion  on  ''Guidelines  for  Student  Ratings,"  he
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stated  that:
Somehow  we  should  combine  this  valid  information  with
an  adequate  sampling  procedure  of  the  ent,ire  output  of
a  teacher`'s  per for.mance  and  carefully  and  statistically
handle  it  so  that  the  general  repor`t  on  any  faculty
member`  is  reliable  and  valid.
g:yi:!c::::ego::c:ggo#a::k:::e:::  :fu:::::?nEn:::33:es
the  problem  of  the  kinds  of  questions  used  on  the
questionnaire.     And  this  is  a  most  cl`ucial  matter.
for  valid  student  evaluation  of  teaching.     The  questions
must  be  clearly  within  the  studentts  area  of  competence.
If  students  are  asked  whether.  the  instnictor's  pr`esen-
tation  is  clear  and  logical,  they  can  give  valid
answer.s.     But  if  they  ar`e  asked  whether.  the  instructor`
is  competent  to  give  the  course,   they  have  no  valid
basis  for  an  opinion  .   .   .  the  questions  used,  there-
fore,   should  elicit  judgments  about  the  lecturerts
presentation,   the  logical  sequence  of  mater`ials,   the
emphasis  of  the  differ`ent  subtopics,  the  fairness  of
:;:t::siw3:33:::::'p:ng7E?:  .fairness  of  the  grading
The  reviewed  studies  have  pointed  out  that  student  eval-
uations  of  instruction  can  be  reliable  and  valid.    If  properly
used,   student  assessments  can  be  just  one  of  the  means  of
improving  instruction.     Accor.ding  to  MCKeachie   (1957),
"student  evaluation  used  with  other   'feedback'  devices  are
very  useful  and  may  be  of  much  value  to  teachers   (p.   8)."
Educational  Philoso hies  of  Instructors  and
Students  in  the  Two-Year  Colle
Studies  have  been  conducted  to  determine  educational
philosophies  of  students  and  instructors  at  the  two-year
college  level.
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Philoso hies  of  Instr.uctors
Reynolds   (1962)   aLlluded  to  a  1937  AAJC  meeting  for  which
a  description  of  educatorsl  philosophy  of  education  was
stated :
The  philosophy  of  the  two-year  college  at  the  present
time,  so  far  as  it  has  one,  is  the  philosophy  of
institutionalism.     Its  aims,  as  commonly  stated,  the
preparatory  function,  terminal  function,  and  voca-
:±°=::tf}}?u:i:::. (:?eLi±l  Conceived  from  the  standpoint
Early  in  the  histor.y  of  the  junior  college,   'lI`ecognition
and  acceptance  by  some  instr.uctors  of  the  view  that  junior
college  education  would  be  terminal  for  some  students  was
evident   (Richards,1957,   p.105)."
Lindsay   (1957),   chief  of  the  Bureau  of  Secondar.y
Education  in  CaLliforniaL,  pointed  out  in  his  research  that
two-year  colleges  do  a  competent  job  of  salvaLging  and  reha-
bilitating  many  late-maturing  students  for  academic  achievement.
From  another.  study  of  instructorsl  philosophies  of  edu-
cation,  Bard   (1962)  stated  that  the  two-year  instructor
sought  to  make  the  classroom  and  the  laboratory  the  most
effective  medium  for  fulfillment  of  goals.
Iiindeman   (1970)  observed  William  James'  philosophy  of
education  which  contained  principles  based  on  a  society  dom-
inated  by  an  entrenched  aristocracy.     He  believed  Wthat  the
halls  of  higher  learning  equip  those  passing  through  them
in  search  of  mental  nourishment  with  powers  to  recognize
quality  in  the  ideas  and  actions  of  other  men   (Lindeman,
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1970,  p.  365)."    Business,   technical,  and  professionaLl  insti-
tutions  play  no  part  in  his  scheme.     Technical  school
graduates  ar.e  endowed  with  special  skills  that  enable  them
to  perform  in  their  chosen  fields  with  efficiency.
0lsen   (1960)  asserted  that  staff  member.s  are  aware  of
the  fact  that  freshmen  typically  give  a  variety  of  reasons
for  making  vocational  choices,  which  reflect  instructor
philosophy :
One  student  might  express  extrinsic  types  of  job  sat-
is faction  in  his  reasons  for  choosing  two-year  college
education.     Anoth
factions  as  his  e
activity  involved
student,  may  include  such  satis-
oyment  of  and  interest  in  the  work
n  the  occupation.     Some  students
::: :::#:n8ff::r3!::r::n::i:: :::p::l{;:xg;gi:ion and
Since  the  beginning  of  the  technical  institutes,  in-
structors  have  been  obligated  to  train  students  for  jobs.
"We  try  to  give  them  the  things  they  will  need  to  earn  a
living.    You  have  to  take  this  realistic  approach    (Eg gpe±
P2£i   1970,   p.   9).ff
Philoso hies  of  Students
In  a  national  study  pr.ogram  conducted  by  members  of
Zeta  Omicron  Chapter,   Moor.e   (1962)  reports  studentsl   educa-
tional  philosophies  toward  the  two-year  institutions  often
include:    academic  advantages,  financial  advantages,  and
social  advantages.
Bard   (1962)  held  that  high  school  graduates  enter  the
junior  college  at  different  levels  of  readiness.    Different
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as  they  are  in  many  respects,  students  are  alike  in  some
basic  fundamentals :
Fir.st,  they  all  seek  success  and  fulfillment  with  each
step  up  the  educational  ladder.     Second,  all  of  them
have  some  anxieties  about  their  own  abilities;   they
§i:§3j;::::?i::dw3::i::e#h::i:ie;n:3:::i:in?n#e:962,
Nardelli   (1961)  expl`essed  that  the  ability  to  think
abstractly  comes  fr.om  study,  experience,  knowledge,  and  appli-
cation,  and  is  not  necessarily  the  product  of  a  highly  in-
telligent  mind  alone.
Atkins   (1970)  felt  that  school  experience  has  failed  to
provide  what  students  need  most  -  ''meaningful  human  en-
counter   (p.   20).t'    Students  ask  for  involvement  in  the
decisions  which  affect  both  the  kind  of  learning  they  need
and  the  kind  of  persons  they  aspire  to  become.     "It  is  not
unreasonable  to  predict  that  as  the  students  perceive  the
school  to  be  responsive,   they  will  per.ceive  it  to  be
enabling   (Atkins,1970,   p.   20)."
Summary
A  r.eview  of  literature  concerning  student  evaluations
of  instructors,  and  students  and  instructors  educational
philosophies  has  been  examined.     Beginning  in  the  early
twenties  and  continuing  to  the  present,  numerous  studies
have  been  made  to  ascertain  student  pet.ceptions  of  their
instructors.     'I'hrough  the  Purdue  Rating  Scale,  studies
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concluded  that  this  instrument  was  best  known  in  the  late
forties  for.  obtaining  pupil  ratings  of  instructors.    The
I.eviewed  studies  indicated  that  student  evaluation  of
instruction  calm  be  valid  and  reliable  as  long  as  an  adequate
sampling  procedure  of  the  entire  output  of  a  teacher's  per-
formance  be  maintained.
Salvaging  late-maturing  students  for  academic  achieve-
ment,  tr.aining  students  for  jobs,  and  making  the  classr.oom
the  most  effective  medium  for.  fulfillment  of  goals  were
per.ceived  as  I.eflections  of  instructorst  philosophies  of
education  in  the  technical  institute.    A  current  viewpoint
asserted  that  a  realistic  approach  would  include  giving  the
students  the  things  they  need  to  earn  a  living.
Studies  of  students  educational  philosophies  were
reported  which  included  academic  advantages,   social  ad-
vantages,  and  financial  advantages.     It  was  considered
necessary  for  our  institutions  to  include  studentst
educational  philosophies  in  order  to  pr.ovide  meaningful
human  encounter,  a  school  experience  students  need  most.
Chapter  3
Procedures
In  this  chaLpter  the  subjects  of  the  study  are  defined,
the  procedures  are  presented,  the  instruments  used  in  the
study  are  described,  and  the  staLtistical  techniques  em-
ployed  to  treat  the  data  are  explained.
Sub.iects  of  the  Studv
The  subjects  for  this  study  wer`e  full-time  curr.iculum
instructors  at  Blue  Ridge  Technical  Institute,  and  curri-
culuri  students  who  matriculated  in  the  Fall,  1970,  at  this
newly-established  institution.     Due  to  absences  and  with-
drawals,  75  students  of  a  fall  quarter  enl.ollment  of  100
students  were  pr.e-  and  posttested.     The  subjects  were
selected  on  the  basis  of  their  enl.ollment  in  one  of  the
six  initial  curriculums  offer.ed  at  the  institute.
Table  1  presents  the  fr`equencies  of  the  subjects  by
instr`uctor's  and  students  in  the .study.
Instr.uments  Used  in  the  Stud
T`ro  instruments  were  used  in  this  study:     (a)  Kerlingerls
ES-VII,  and   (b)  the  Professional  Education  Attitude  Test   (PEAT).
Kerlinger.s  ES-VII
Kerlingerls  ES-VII  was  designed  to  measure  two  distinct
attitudes  which  consistently  have  emerged  from  study  of
many  individuals  and  gr.oups.     Her.linger   (1956)  identified
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Table  I
Frequencies  of  Students  and  Instructors
in  Curriculum  Groups  of
Blue  Ridge  TechnicaLI  Institute
Cur.I.i culum  Groups                               Students                 Instructors
Automotive  Mechanics
Business  Administr.ation
Drafting
Electrical  Installation
Executive  Secr`etarial
Tifelding
Total
7
24
8
16
14
6
75
20
two  factors  of  educational  attitudes,  Factor  A  (Progressive)
and  Factor  8   (Traditional).     The  D  scor.e  is  the  difference
between  Factor  A  and  Factor  8.
Reliabilit and  Validit .     Ear.1y  research   (Kerlinger,
1958)  presents  development  of  ES-I  and  ES-II  as  instruments
designed  to  identify  and  measure  independent  attitudes.
Kerlinger  constructed  and  developed  both  ES-VI  and
ES-VII  to  effect  increase  in  the  reliability  of  prior
instruments.     In  the  development  of  ES-VII   (Padgett,1967)
care  was  taken  to  retain  high  factor`  1oadings  and  high  dis-
criminatory  power.  while  simultaneously  raising  the  I.eliability.
ES-VII  contains  only  thirty  items,   15  A  items  and  15  8  items.
The  factors,   A  and  a,   extend  a  possible  range  of  scores
from  15  to  105.    A  score  of  60  reflects  a  neutral  attitude,
while  a  score  of  90  indicates  aL  favorable  attitude.     A  score
of  30  would  reflect  an  unfavorable  attitude  towar`d  the
specific  philosophy.
Factor  A. Ker.linger   (1958;   1959)  identifies  factor  A
as  a  progressive  philosophy.    He  asserts  that  this  philosophy
is  indicative  of  attitudes  that  are  characterized  by  high
value  for  the  student  as  a  person,  and  a  high  degree  of
freedom.     He  affirms  also  that  persons  bending  toward  this
philosophy  would  be  inclined  toward  a  high  degree  of
imagination,  sensitivity,  and  personal  warmth.
Factor  a. According  to  Her.linger   (1958;   1959),   factor
a  reflects  a  traditional  philosophy.     He  contends  that  this
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philosophy  contains  views  of  education  which  I.eflect  control
and  direction  by  the  instr.uctor,  value  for  learning  and
content,  and  emphasis  on  the  cultul.al  heritage.     Persons
rating  high  on  this  philosophy  would  probably  have  a  pro-
pensity  for  thoroughness,  fir.mness,  and  conscientiousness.
D  Score A  minus   a). The  D  score  suggests  the  degree
of  consistency  of  the  philosophy  held.     A  D  scor.e  of  +4.5
(progressive)  or  -45   (traditional)  indicates  a  clear-cut
tendency  for  the  specific  philosophy.
Ker`1inger's  ES-VII  can  be  found  in  Appendix  A.
Professional  Education  Attitude  Test
The   PEAT  was  designed  to  be  employed  as  a  pre-  and
posttest  measure.     The  purpose  of  the  PEAT  is  sulnmar.ized
as  follows:
To  determine  the  studentts  perception  of  the  in-
structor's  general  attitude  in  the  classroom.
To  determine  the  student's  feeling  toward  the
instructorts  ability  to  impart  information  and
handle  course  content.
To  deter.mine  the  instructor.ts  gener.al  manner  and
decorum  as  perceived  by  the  students.
The  questions  on  the  PEAT  are  based  upon  theoretical
and  gener.al  assumptions   (Kel`linger,   1956a;   Kerlinger,   1958;
Kerlinger  and  Kaya,1959;   Teagarden,1967).     For  each  of  the
25  items,   the  subject  is  asked  to  choose  one  of  five  responses:
All  of
the  time
5
Most  of          Part  of          Little  of      None  of
the  time        the  time         the  time         the  time
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General  Attitude. The  general  attitude  statements
attempted  to  elicit  student  perceptions  of  their  instructor's
general  attitude  as  exhibited  in  the  classr.oom.     The  students
were  asked  to  respond  to  the  following  attitude  statements
as  they  appeared  on  the  PEAT:
The  instr'uctol`ls  lectur.es  hold  my  interest.
Instl`uctor.  avoids  inappropriate  sarcasm  and  other
remarks  which  might  be  embarassing.
I  wish  to  take  additional  courses  under  the
instructor..
10.    I  look  forward  to  attending  this  class.
12.     The  instr.uctor  is  approachable  outside  of  class
for  individual  problems  and  questions.
13.     This  course,  as  taught  by  this  instructor,  is
meaningful  to  me  as  a  student.
14.     The  instructor  admits  his  ovm  mistakes  and  err.ors.
17.     The  instructor  encourages  cr.eativity  and  individ-
ual  thinking.
21.     Instructor  lectures  and  acts  toward  students  in  aL
manner  appropriate  to  their  college  grade  level.
25.     The  instr.uctor  is  calm,  poised,  and  self-controlled.
Ins true t ion . Statements  on  the  PEAT  pertaining  to
the  instruction  were  designed  to  gain  the  studentsl  feelings
toward  their  instr'uctorls  ability  to  impart  information  and
curriculum  content.    The  following  questions  refer  to
instruction  on  the  PEAT:
1.     Instruction  starts  on  time  and  ends  on  time.
2.     Advance  assignments  are  clear.
9.     The  instructor  stays  on  the  subject.
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11.    The  instructor  grades  fairly  and  impartially.
18.     The  instructor  uses  a  suitable  textbook.
19.    The  instructor.  I.epeats  lecture  materials  that  are
in  the  textbook.
20.     The  instructor  has  an  adequate  knowledge  of  his
subject.
22.     The  instructor  uses  an  appr.opr.late  balance  of
instr`uctional  techniques.
23.    The  lessons  in  this  class  are  well  prepared.
24.     The  class  meets  for  the  full  period.
I)ecorum.     Decorum  statements  on  the  PEAT  reflect  students'
per.ceptions  of  the  instructor'st  gener.al  manner.     Statements
of  decorum  on  the  PEAT  included:
4.     Instr`uctor.s  diction  is  clear.  and  audible.
5.     Instructor  dr`esses  and  grooms  himself  appropri-
ately.
7.     Instructor  has  a  sense  of  humor.
15.    Instructor  has  a  genial  personality.
16.     The  instr.uctor  possesses  mannerisms  that  add  to
his  presentation.
The   PEAT  can  be  found  in  Appendix  a.
Evaluation  Procedures
During  the  fir.st  week  of  the  fall  quarter.,  1970,  the
Professional  Education  Attitude  Test   (PEAT)  and  Her.1ingerts
ES-VII  wer`e  administered  to  the  students,  while  the  in-
structors  completed  only  Kerlingel.'s  ES-VII.     The  students
and  instructors  wer`e  asked  to  be  candid  and  honest  regarding
their  answers  to  the  instruments.     Students  were  assur.ed
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that  the  instructor  would  never  see  the  questionnail`e.     To
insure  a  confidential  atmosphere,  the  Director  of  Student
Personnel  distributed  the  instruments  to  the  students  and
instr.uctor.s.     The  students  and  instl`uctors  were  given
sufficient  time  to  respond  to  the  instruments.
A  confidential  atmosphere  waLs  further  maintained  by
the  use  of  code  numbers  on  a  cover  sheet  of  the  instr.uments.
Each  student  and  instructor,  from  each  class,  was  given  a
code  number  so  that  the  Dir.ector  of  Student  Personnel  was
the  only  person  who  actually  knew  the  key.
Our.ing  the  week  of  the  final  exams  of  the  same  quar`tel.,
all  students  were  posttested  on  the  Professional  Education
Attitude  Test  and  Her.lingerts  ES-VII,  and  instructors  were
administered  Kerlingerls  ES-VII.     The  posttest  instruments
were  administered  in  the  same  confidential  lnanner.     The  data
were  collected  and  the  I)irector  of  Student  Personnel  and
the  evening  secretary  compiled  the  results.
Statistical  Procedures
For  the  purpose  of  analysis  and  summary,  two-bailed
nan-directional  t  ratios  were  computed  between  means  of
scor.es  on  Kerlinger's  ES-VII  and  the  PEAT.     To  compar.e  the
means,   the  following  formula  was  employed   (Walker  &  Lev,1953 ):
¥1-E2
N2
NIN2
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To  obtain  an  estimate  of  variance  between  the  two  means,
the  following  formula  was  utilized   (Walker  &  Lev,1953 ):
(NL   -1)   S£     +      (N2  -I)   S2
N|  +  N2     -   2
Computed  ratios  of  .05  and  .01  were  established  as
levels  of  significance  and  were  employed  in  the  rejection
or  retention  of  the  null  hypotheses   (Walker  de  Ijev,1953).
Sumurar of  Procedures
The  initial  full-time  instructors  at  Blue  Ridge  Tech-
nical  Institute  and  students  who  enrolled  during  fall
quarter  of  1970,   composed  the  subjects  for.  the  study.     The
students  wel`e  pre-and  posttested  on  Kerlingerls  ES-VII
and  the  Professional  Education  Attitude  Test.    Instructors
were  pre-and  posttested  on  Kerlinger's  ES-VII.     Data
collected  from  the  study  were  employed  to  compute  two-bailed,
non-directional  t  I.atios.
Chapter`  4
Analysis  of  the  Data
The  purpose  of  the  study  was  to  determine  if  any  sig-
nificant  changes  occurr.ed  in  students l  perceptions  of
instructors l  professionaLl  attitudes,  and  instructor.s t  and
students t  educational  philosophy  during  the  initial  quarter
at  newly-established  Blue  Ridge  Technical  Institute.
The  data  used  in  the  analysis  involve  the  initial  stu-
dents  who  matriculated  during  faLll  quarter  of  1970  at  Blue
Ridge  Technical  Institute,  and  the  initial  six  full-time
instructors.
Kerlinger's  ES-VII  was  used  to  determine  any  instructor
and  student  change  of  educational  philosophy  over  an
academic  quarter.    The  Professional  Education  Attitude  Test
(PEAT)  was  employed  to  determine  changes  of  instructorsl
professional  attitudes  as  perceived  by  the  students.
For  the  purpose  of  treating  the  data  statistically,  the
null  hypothesis  was  employed:
Instructors  and  students  at  Blue  Ridge  Technical  Institute
do  not  differ.  significantly  on  the  D  score  of  Kerlingerts
ES-VII  and  the  Attitude,  Instruction,  and  Decorum  scores
of  the  Professional  Education  Attitude  Test  when  gr`ouped
according  to  the  var`iables  of  curriculum  area  and  sex.
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Tabular  Or.ganization
Results  of  the  statistical  data  aLre  presented  in
Tables  2  -  18.    The  tables  for  t  ratios  pertaining  to
Kerlingerts  ES-VII  define  subgr.oups,   degl`ees  of  freedom,   and
t  ratios.    Any  significant  difference  at  the  .05  and  .01
levels  is  recorded.
The  tabular  information  on  the  Professional  Education
Attitude  Test  includes  subgroups,  degrees  of  freedom,  and
t  ratios.    Significant  levels  at  .05  and  .01  are  noted.
Tabular  I.esults  are  discussed  under  the  restatement
of  each  null  subhypothesis.
Hypotheses  Relating:  to
Kerlin er.s  ES-VII  D  Score
Null  Subh othesis  i
Ther-e  is  no  significant  differ`ence  between  pre-
and  posttest  measures  of  Kerlingerls  ES-VII  D  scor.e
of  Blue  Ridge  Technical  Institute  students  when
treated  with  respect  to  variables  of  curr.iculum
and  sex.
Ker`1inger.s  ES-VII  D  score  was  employed  to  ascertain
a  measure  of  the  studentsl  educational  philosophy.     The  D
score  measures  the  direction  of  studentts  philosophy.    Plus
scores  are  in  a  progressive  direction  and  minus  scores  are
in  a  traditional  direction.    Means  and  Standard  Deviations
for  all  students  on  Kerlinger's  ES-VII  D  scor.e  when  sub-
grouped  according  to  sex  and  curriculum  are  reported  in
Tables  2  and  3.
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Table  2
MeaLns  and  Standar'd  Deviations  of  Sex  Subgroups
of  Students  on  Kerlingerls  ES-VII
Pretest
Group Mean             S.   D.
Posttest
Mean             S.   D.
mle
Female
Total
5.25             10.91
2.00              8.68
4.59            10.41
4.96            12.47
2.30               7.62
4.25             11.73
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Table  3
Means  and  Standard  Deviations  of  Curriculum  Subgroups
of  Students  on  Her.1ingerls  ES-VII  D  Score
Pretest
Curriculum  Groups                            Mean       -----S-.
Posttest
D.               MeaLn               S.    D.
Automotive  Mechanics                  4.29             7.09         -I.71              4.96
Business  Administration         12.29             7.61         10.38           13.69
Drafting                                              5.38           11.78           9.00           11.39
Electrical  InstallaLtion         -2.13             8.39         -1.75           11.24
Executive  seer.etar.ial                  .71             8.48              .85             4.49
Welding                                                -2.50            11.26            4.33               9.91
Total                                                      4.59            10.41            4.25            11.73
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Table  4  reports  the  computed  t  ratio  between  pre-  and
posttest  measures  of  Kerlinger's  ES-VII  D  scor.e  for  students
grouped  according  to  variables  of  sex.    No  significant  t
ratios  were  determined  for  male,  female,  and  total  subgroups.
Null  subhypothesis  i  was  not  rejected  for  the  variable
of  sex,
Computed  t  ratios  between  pre-  and  posttest  measur`es  of
Ker.linger"s  ES-VII  D  score  for  students  grouped  according  to
variables  of  curriculum  area  are  repor`ted  in  Table  5.
Significant  differ.ences  were  found  between  pre-  aLnd  posttest
measures  of  Kerlingerls  ES-VII  D  score  for  Business  Admini-
stration  and  Dr.afting  students  at  the  .05  level  of  sig-
nificance.    For  these  scores,  the  null  subhypothesis  was
rejected.     Business  Administration  students  showed  a  sig-
nificant  increase  in  the  direction  of  a  traditional  philosophy
of  education  between  the  pre-  and  posttest  measurements.
The  significant  change  for  dr.afting  students  indicated  aL
movement  toward  acceptance  of  a  progressive  philosophy.     For
the  subgroups  of  Automotive  Mechanics,  Electrical  Installa-
tion  aLnd  Dfaintenance,   Executive  Secretarial,  Welding,  and
total  groups  there  were  no  significant  t  ratios  reported,
and  the  null  subhypothesis  for  these  gr.oups  was  not  rejected.
Null  Subh othesis  2
There  is  no  significant  difference  between  pre-  and
posttest  measures  of  Kerlinger.s  ES-VII  D  scot.e  of
Blue  Ridge  Technical  Institute  instructors  when
grouped  together.
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Table  4
t  Ratios  for  Pre-  and  Posttest  Measures  for
Sex  Subgr.oups  of  Students  on
Kerlingerts  ES-VII  I)  Scor.e
Level  of
Subgr`oup             df               t  Ratio             Significance
mle
Female
Total 148 .60
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Table  5
t  Ratios  for.  Pre-  aLnd  Posttest  Measures  for
Curriculum  Subgroups  of  Students  on
Kerlingerls  ES-VII  D  Scor.e
Level  of
Subgroup                                           df              t  Ratio             Significance
Automotive  Mechanics                     12
Business  AdministraLtion             46
Drafting                                            14
Electrical  Installation           30
Executive  secretariaLl                 26
Welding                                                   10
To tal                                                  148
1.88
2.08
-2.13
.34
-.15
-.99
•60 NS
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To  determine  the  instructors'  philosophy  of  education,
and  any  changes  that  may  occur  during  the  first  quarter  of
Blue  Ridge  Technical  Institute  existence,  pre-and  posttest
measures  of  Kerlinger.s  ES-VII  D  score  were  secured.
Pre-and  posttest  D  scores  of  Kerlingerls  ES-VII  are
recorded  in  Table  6.     Table  6  also  contains  the  mean  and
standard  deviation  for  six  full-time  instructors  as  a  group
on  pr.e-  and  posttest  measur.es.
Table  7  reports  the  computed  t  ratios  between  pre-  and
posttest  measures  of  Kerlinger's  ES-VII  D  scor`e  for  all
instructors.    No  significant  t  ratio  was  obser`ved  for  in-
structors,  so  the  null  subhypot,hesis  was  not  rejected.
Null  Subh othesis
There  is  no  significant  difference  between  pretest
measures  of  Kerlinger's  ES-VII  D  scor.e  of  all
instr.uctors  and  students  when  students  are  sub-
divided  according  to  var.iables  of  cul`riculum  area
and  sex.
Results  of  t  ratios  between  instructors  and  students
on  the  Kerlingerts  ES-VII  pretest  with  I.espect  to  the
variable  of  curriculum  area  are  reported  in  Table  8.    Sig-
nificant  t  ratios  are  observed  at  the  .01  level  of  signifi-
cance  for  cur.riculum  areas  of  Electrical  Installation  and
Business  Administration,  while  significant  t  ratios  for  the
Welding  -instructor  subgroup  of  the  Ker`lingerts  ES-VII  D
score  are  reported  at  the  .051evel  of  significance.     For.
these  scor.es,   the  null  subhypothesis  was  rejected.     i.ifelding
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Table  6
Comparison  of  the  Mean  Scores  of  Instructors
on  Kerlingerls  ES-VII  D  Score
Instructor                                               f       Pretest       Posttest
A   (Drafting)
8   (Business  Administration )
C   (Executive  Secretarial)
D   (Automotive  Mechanics )
E   (Welding)
F  (Electrical  Installation)
Total  Group  Mean
i
i
I
I
i
1
2
-7
23
-7
-2
4
6              2.17
-6
2
22
-1
1
-8
i.67
Total  Gr`oup  standard  Deviation           6           11.16               10.70
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Table  7
t  Ratios  Between  Pre-  and  Posttest  Measures
of  Kerlingerts  ES-VII  D  Score
for  Total  Instructors  Group
Level  of
Group                       df          t  Ratio          Significance
Instructors           10               . 26                         NS
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Table  8
t  Ratios  Between  Pr.etest  Measures  of
Kerlingerls  ES-VII  D  Score  for
Instructors  and  Curriculum  Subgroups
Level  of
Subgroups                                                              df    t  Ratio    Significance
Instr.uctol.s  -Automotive  Mechanics           11       -1.25
Instructors  -  Electrical  Installation    20        2.97
Instr.uctors  -Business  Administration    28      -7.67
Instructors  -Executive  secretarial        18          .98
Instructors  -Drafting                                  12      -i.65
Instructor.s  -Welding                                       10         2.36
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and  Electrical  students  recor`ded  a  significant  inclination
towar.d  a  traditional  philosophy  of  education  between  the
instructor  -  curriculum  area  measur.ements.     Business  Admin-
istration  students  show  an  inclination  in  the  direction  of
a  progressive  philosophy  of  education.     For  the  subgroups  of
Automotive  Mechanics,   Secretar.ial,  and  Dr.afting  there  were
no  significant  t  ratios  reported,  so  the  null  subhypothesis
for  these  groups  was  not  rejected.
Table  9  reveals  significant  t  ratios  at  the  .05  level
for  the  instructor  -  male  subgroup  on  the  measure  of
Kerlinger's  ES-VII  D  score  for  instructors  and  sex  sub-
groups.    rile  students  were  nor.e  significantly  inclined
toward  a  progressive  philosophy  than  instructors.    The  null
subhypothesis  was  rejected  for  the  groups  of  instr.uctors  and
male  students,  but  was  not  rejected  by  the  other  gr.oups  in
the  analysis.
Null  Subh othesis  4
Ther.e  is  no  significant  difference  between  posttest
measures  of  Kerlingerts  ES-VII  D  score  of  all
instructors  and  students  when  students  are  sub-
divided  according  to  var.iables  of  curriculum  area
and  sex.
Table  10  reveals  the  computed  t  I.atios  between  instr.uctor
and  curriculum  ar`ea  measures  of  Kerlinger's  ES-VII  D  score
for  students  grouped  according  to  the  variable  of  curriculum
ar'ea.     1then  the  D  scol`es  of  Kerlinger"s  ES-VII  between
instructor.s  and  students  wer.e  tested  by  t  ratios,  significance
was  found  for  Automotive  Mechanics  and  Electrical  Installation
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Table  9
t  RaLtios  Between  Pretest  Measures  of
Kerlingerts  ES-VII  D  Scor.e  for
Instructors  and  Sex  Subgroups
Level  of
Subgr`oups                                    df            t  Ratio             Significance
Instructors  -  Fthle
Instr.uctors  -  Female
Instructors  -  Total
59                 -2.20
24                      .12
79              -I.7r' NS
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Table  10
t  Ratios  Between  Posttest  Measures  of
Kerlingerts  ES-VII  I)  Scor'e  for
Instructors  and  Curriculum  Subgr.oups
Level  of
Subgroups                                                              df    t  Ratio    Significance
Instructors  -  Automotive  Mechanics           11         2.21
Instructors  -  Electrical  Installation    20        2.14
Instructor.s  -Business  Administration    28      -5.22
Instructor.s  -Executive  secretarial        18          .67
Instructors  -Drafting                                   12      -4.72
Instructors  -Welding                                     10      -I.40
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at  the  .05  level  of  significance.    Business  Administration
and  DI.afting  students  reported  significance  at  the  .011evel,
when  compar.ed  with  instr.uctors.
Automotive  lrfechanics  and  Electr.ical  Installation  -
instl.uctor.s,   in  comparison  with  Automotive  Mechanics  and
Electrical  Installation  students,  were  significantly  more
progressive  in  their  educational  philosophy.
On  posttest  measures,   Business  Administration  students
scored  significantly  more  toward  the  progr.essive  philosophy
of  education.     These  students  indicated  attitudes  towar.d
the  importance  of  freedom,   democracy,  and  sensitivity  by
the  instructor.     The  instr.uctor  -  Drafting  subgr.oup  also
holds  this  view  as  indicated  in  the  analysis  by  a  sig-
nificant  t  r.atio.
For.  the  subgroups  of  Automotive  I.`fechanics,   Electrical
Installation,  Business  Administration,  and  I)rafting,  the
subhypothesis  was  rejected.     The  remaining  subgroups,
instr.uctor  -  1ifelding  and  instructor.  -  Secretarial  showed
no  significant  scores,   so  the  null  subhypothesis  was  not
rejected  for  these  groups.
An  examination  of  Table  11,   t  ratios  between  posttest
measures  of  Kerlinger's  ES-VII  D  score  for  instr'uctor.  and
sex  subgroups,  showed  significant  t  ratios  between  the
instructor  and  male  variable  at  the  .05  level  of  signifi-
cance.     IvraTrale  students  were  more  significantly  inclined
toward  a  progressive  philosophy  than  were  instructors.
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Table  11
t  Ratios  Between  Posttest  Measures  of
Kerlingerts  ES-VII  D  Score  for
Instructors  and  Sex  Subgroups
Level  of
Subgroups                                   df            t  Ratio            Significance
Instructors  -Dfale                 59               -2.19
Instr`uctol.s  -Female             24                 -.47
Instructors  -Total              79              -i.43 NS
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The  null  subhypothesis  was  rejected  by  the  variable  of
instructor  -male  students.     Female  and  total  group  did
not  I.eport  significant  t  ratios,  and  the  null  subhypothesis
was  not  I.ejected  by  these  subgroups.
othesis  Relatin
Professional  Education  Attitude  Test
Null  Subh othesis
There  is  no  significant  differ.ence  between  pre-
and  posttest  Attitude,   Instruction,  and  Decor`um
scores  of  the  Professional  Education  Attitude  Test
of  Blue  Ridge  Technical  Institute  students  when
treated  with  respect  to  var.iables  of  cur`riculum
and  sex.
The  Professional  Education  Attitude  Test   (PEAT)
was  utilized  to  determine  a  measure  of  the  studentst  per-
ceptions  of  instructorsl  professional  attitudes.    The  three
scores  of  the  PEAT  used  in  this  study  included  general
attitude,  instl.uction,  and  decorum.     Ten  statements  per-
taining  to  studentst  perceptions  of  instructorst  general
attitude  in  classl.oom  were  included  in  the  PEAT;   10
statements  were  included  to  gain  the  studentls  feeling
toward  their  instructor's  ability  to  impart  information;
and  five  statements  were  used  in  the  PEAT  to  reflect
students'  perceptions  of  the  instr.uctorst  general  manner
in  the  classroom.
Pre-  and  posttest  means  and  standar`d  deviations  for
all  students  on  the  Attitude,   Instruction,  and  Decorum
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scores  of  the  PEAT  when  subgrouped  according  to  sex  and
curr.iculum  areas  are  repor.ted  in  Tables  12  -  14.
In  Table  15,  no  significant  t  I.atios  are  repor.ted
between  sex  subgroups  of  Blue  Ridge  Technical  Institute
students  on  pre-and  posttest  measures  of  attitude,  in-
str.uction,  and  decorum  scores  of  the  PEAT.     Null  sub-
hypothesis  5  was  not  rejected  for  the  val.iable  of  sex.
Table  16  shows  no  significant  t  ratios  between  curri-
culum  subgroups  on  the  pre-  and  posttest  measur.es  of
Attitude  score  of  the  PEAT,   so  the  null  subhypothesis  for
this  variable  was  not  rejected.
Computed  t  ratios  between  curriculum  subgroups  on
the  pre-  and  posttest  instl.uction  scores  of  the  PEAT  ar.e
repor`ted  in  Table  17.     Significant  differences  were  found
between  pre-  and  posttest  measures  of  the  instr.uction  scot.e
of  the  PEAT  for  Welding  students  at  the   .05  level  of
significance.     For  this  score,   the  null  subhypothesis  was
rejected.     Welding  students  showed  a  significant  change
in  their  perceptions  of  the  instr.uctor.s  instruction
techniques.     Their.  perceptions  indicated  a  decline  in
instructor  ability  to  impart  information.    Remaining  cur.ri-
culum  areas  showed  no  significant  change  in  pre-  and
posttest  perceptions  of  instr.uctors'  instruction,  so  the
null  subhypothesis  for  these  areas  was  not  rejected.
Table  18  shows  no  significant  t  ratios  between  cur.ri-
culum  subgroups  on  the  pre-  and  posttest  measure  of  decorum
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Table  12
Means  and  Standard  Deviations  of  Sex
Subgroups  of  Students  on
Professional  Education  Attitude  Test     (PEAT)
Pretest Posttest
Variable Mean .   D.                Mean             S.   D.
Attitude :
mle
Female
Total
Instruction
mle
Female
Total
Decorum:
Mrale
Female
Total
46.22              4.14            46.02
bb.25              7.3b            b4.80
45.69               5.31             45.69
46.11               7.52            45.24
43.95             16.08             45.65
45.53                5.11             45.35
23.25               2.07             23.07               2.02
22.50                3.33              23.15                2.35
23.05               2.47             23.09               2.09
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Table   15
t  Ratios  Between  Sex  Subgr.oups  of
Blue  Ridge  Technical  Institute  Students  on
Pre-and  Posttest  Measures  of  Attitude,
Instruction,  and  Decorum  Scores  of  the
Professional  Education  Attitude  Test     (PEAT)
Group
Level  of
t  Ratio            Significance
Attitude :
mle
Female
Total
Instr.uction
role
Female
Total
De c orun :
role
Female
Total
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Table  16
t  Ratios  Between  Curriculum  Subgroups  of  Blue  Ridge
Technical  Institute  Students  Pre-  and  Posttest
Measures  of  the  Attitude  Score  of  the
Professional  Education  Attitude  Test     (PEAT)
Curriculum                                                                             I,evel  of
Area                                                 df          t  Ratio          Significance
Automotive  Mechanics
Business  Administration
Drafting
Electr.ical  Installation
Executive  Secretarial
Welding
12                 -.33
46               i.45
14              -1.70
30              -2.00
26                    .27
10                  . 49
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Table  17
t  Ratios  Between  Curriculum  Subgroups  of  Blue  Ridge
Technical  Institute  Students  Pre-  and  Posttest
Measures  of  the  Instruction  Score  of  the
Pr.ofessional  Education  Attitude  Test     (PEAT)
Curriculum
Ar®ea df         t  Ratio
Level  of
Significance
Automotive  Mechanics                   12                   .98
Business  Administr.ation           46               -.48
Drafting                                           14             -1.35
Electrical  Installation          30                .57
Executive  secretarial              26                 .73
Welding                                                 10                2. 26
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Table  18
t  Ratios  Between  Curl.iculum  Subgroups  of  Blue  Ridge
Technical  Institute  Students  Pre-  and  Posttest
Measures  of  the  Decorum  Score  of  the
Professional  Education  Attitude  Test     (PEAT)
Curr.iculun
Area
Level  of
df          t  Ratio          Significance
Automotive  Mechanics                   12                   .50
Business  Administration          46                 .09
Drafting                                        14            -i. 02
Electr.ical  Installation          30              -.57
Executive  secretarial              26              -.37
Welding                                                 10                   . 93
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score  of  the  PEAT.     For  these  gI`oups,   the  null  subhypothesis
was  not  rejected.     The  subgr.oups  did  not  differ  significantly
in  their  changes  with  respect  to  instructorts  general
classroom  manner  and  decorum.
sLrmarv
In  this  chapter  the  statistical  treatment  of  the  data
has  been  described.     The  tabular  results  were  discussed
under  the  restatement  of  each  null  subhypothesis.
In  Null  Subhypothesis  1  regarding  pre-  and  posttest
measures  of  Ker.linger"s  ES-VII  D  scor.e  according  to  the  vari-
able  of  curriculum  area,   it  was  noted  that  Business  Ad-
ministration  and  Drafting  students  showed  a  significant
change  at  the  .05  level  in  the  direction  of  a  traditional
philosophy  of  education.     For.  these  scores  the  Null  Sub-
hypothesis  was  rejected.     For.  the  other  subgroups  there  were
no  significant  t  ratios  reported,  so  the  Null  Subhypothesis
for  these  groups  was  not  rejected.
In  Null  Subhypothesis  2,  pr.e-and  posttest  measures  of
KerlingerJs  ES-VII  D  score  for  all  instructors  wer.e  reported.
No  significant  t  ratios  were  observed  for  instructors;  there-
fore,   Null  Subhypothesis  2  was  not  r'ejected.
Null  Subhypothesis  3  was  rejected  for  curriculum  areas
of  Electrical  Installation  students,  Business  Administration
students,  and  Trfelding  students  when  compared  with  all
instructors  on  pretest  measures  of  Her.linger's  ES-VII  D
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score.     For  these  subgroups  on  the  variable  of  curriculum
ar`ea,   the  Null  Subhypothesis  was  rejected.     For.  Automotive
Mechanics,   Secretarial,  and  Drafting  subgroups,  no  significant
t  I.atios  were  reported,   so  the  Null  Subhypothesis  for  these
groups  was  not  rejected.
In  reference  to  Null  Subhypothesis  4,   computed  t  ratios
between  instructor  and  curriculum  area  measur.es  of  Kerlingerls
ES-VII  D  score  for  students  disclosed  significance  for.
Automotive  Mechanics,  Electrical  Installation,   Business,
and  Drafting  students.     For  these  subgroups,   the  Null  Sub-
hypothesis  was  rejected.     The  remaining  subgr.oups  showed  no
significant  scores,   so  the  Null  Subhypothesis  was  not
rejected  for  these  groups.
'i,then  the  sex  variable  of  Null  Subhypothesis  4  was
examined,  significant  t  ratios  between  the  instl`uctol.s  and
male  subgroups  were  found.     The  Null  Subhypothesis  was  re-
jected  fol.  the  subgroups  of  instructor  and  male  students.
Female  and  Total  Group  did  not  repor`t  significant  t  ratios,
and  the   Null  Subhypothesis  was  not  rejected  by  these  groups.
No  significant  t  ratios  were  reported  between  sex
subgroups  of  students  on  pre-  and  posttest  measur.es  of  the
Attitude,   Instruction,  and  Decorum  scores  of  the  PEAT.     Null
Subhypothesis  5  was  not  rejected  for  the  variable  of  sex.
Computed  t  r.atios  between  pre-  and  posttest  measures  of
single  scores,  Attitude,   Instruction,  and  Decorum  of  the
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PEAT,   indicated  only  one  significant  differ.ence  with
I.eference  to  the  var.iable  of  curr.iculum  area.     Significant
differences  were  found  between  the  pre-  and  posttest
measures  of  the  Instruction  score  of  the  PEAT  for  Tifelding
students.     For.  this  score,   the  Null  Subhypothesis  was
rejected.    Remaining  curriculum  areas  showed  no  significant
change  in  pre-and  posttest  perceptions  of  instr.uctor.s'
Instruction,   Attitude,  and  Decorum.     The  Null  Subhypothesis
for  these  scores  was  not  rejected.
Chapter.  5
Summary,   Conclusions,   and  Recommendations
Chapter  5  presents  a  surnmar`y  of  the  study,   conclusions
drawn  from  the  analysis  of  the  data,  and  recommendations
based  on  the  results  of  the  statistical  analysis  of  the  data
and  overall  findings  of  the  study.
Sunmarty
The  purpose  of  the  study  was  to  investigate  student  per-
ceptions  of  instructorsl  professional  attitudes,  and  studentst
and  instructors I  educational  philosophy  during  the  initial
quarter  in  a  newly  established  technical  in.stitute.
The  objectives  were  as  follows:     (a)  to  determine
whether.  studentsl  perceptions  of  their  instructol`s  at  the
end  of  a  quarter  differ.ed  significantly  from their  initial
perceptions;     (b)  to  determine  if  students.  philosophy  of
education  yielded  any  significant  changes  over  a  quarter;
(c)  and  to  determine  if  instructor.s.  philosophy  of  education
changed  significantly.
Literature  related  to  the  study  was  reviewed  and
reported  under  three  headings :
1,
2.
Literature  related  to  early  assessments  of  teacher
evalunt ion .
Literature  I.elated  to  student  evaluations.
Litel`ature  related  to  the  educational  philosophies
of  instructor.s  and  students  in  the  two-year
institution ,
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The  75  subjects  of  the  study  were  selected  fr'om  the
initial  loo  fall  quar.ter.  enrollees  at  Blue  Ridge  Technical
Institute.    Twenty-five  students  from  the  initial  loo  enrollees
were  excluded  from  the  study  due  to  withdrawals  or`  absences
dul`ing  the  quarter.     The  instructors  of  the  study  were  the
initial  full-time  curriculum  instructors  employed  at  the
Institute .
The  students  in  the  study  were  pre-  and  posttested  on
two  instruments:     (a)  Kerlingerls  ES-VII,  and     (b)   the
Professional  Education  Attitude  Test.     The  instructors  of
the  study  were  pre-and  posttested  on  Kerlingerls  ES-VII.
Data  collected  on  the  two  instr.unents  were  subjected
to  statistical  treatment  to  test  five  null  subhypotheses
at  the   .05  and  .011evels  of  significance.     The  subhypotheses
wel.e  stated  in  the  null  for`m  to  facilitate  the  handling  of
the  data.     Computed  t  ratios  were  employed  to  test  the  null
subhypotheses .
Conclusions
Upon  t,he  basis  of  the  statistical  analyses  of  this
study,   the  lfajor  Null  Hypothesis  was  rejected.     More
specifically,   the  Null  Subhypotheses  1,   3,   4,  and  5  were  I`e-
jected,   but  Null  Subhypothesis  2  was  not  rejected.     The
conclusions  that  follow are  made  with  I.espect  to  the  null
subhypotheses  which  were  rejected.
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Null  Subhypothesis  i  was  rejected  for  the  val.iable
of  curr.iculum  ar.ea  of  students  for  the  D  scor.e  on
Kerlingerts  ES-VII.    Results  of  significant  t  ratios
for`  this  variable  are  as  follows:
a.     Business  Administl.ation  students  showed  a  sig-
nificant  increase  in  the  direction  of  a
traditional  philosophy  of  education  between
the  pre-and  posttest  measurements.
Drafting  students  indicated  a  significant  move-
ment  towar.d  acceptance  of  a  progressive
educational  philosophy.
Null  Subhypothesis  3  was  rejected  for.  the  variables
of  curriculum  area  and  sex  for`  the  pr.etest  measures
of  Kerlingerls  ES-VII  D  score  of  all  instructors
and  students.    Results  of  significant  t  ratios  for
these  variables  are  as  follows:
a.     ',riJelding  and  Electrical  students  r`ecorded  a  sig-
nificant  inclination  towar.d  a  tl.aditional
philosophy  of  education  between  the  instructor  -
curriculum  area  measurements.     These  students
were  inclined  toward  a  traditional  educational
philosophy  more  than  were  all  the  instructors
on  the  pl.etest  measures.
Business  Administration  students  wer.e  more  sig-
nificantly  inclined  in  the  direction  of  a  pro-
gressive  philosophy  of  education  than  the  six
instructors .
c.     Tifales  were  more  significantly  inclined  toward
a  progressive  educational  philosophy  than  all
instructors  on  the  pretest  measure.
Null  Subhypothesis  4  was  r.ejected  for  the  variables
of  curriculum  area  and  sex  for  the  posttest  measures
of  Kerlinger's  ES-VII  D  score  of  all  instructol`s
and  students.    Significant  t  ratios  for  these
variables  are  reported  as  follows:
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a.     Automotive  and  Electrical  students,   in  com-
parison  with  instructors,  were  significantly
more  tr.aditional  in  their  educational
philosophy .
On  posttest  measures,   Business  Administration
and  Drafting  students  scor.ed  significantly
more  in  the  direction  of  a  pr.ogressive
educational  philosophy  on  Kerlinger's  ES-VII
D  score  t,ham  did  instructors.
c.    Ifale  students  were  significantly  inclined
towar.d  a  progressive  educational  philosophy
more  than  were  instructors.
Null  Subhypothesis  5  was  rejected  for  the  variable
of  Instruction  of  the  Professional  Education
Attitude  Test  between  curr.iculum  subgroups.     The
result  of  the  significant  t  ratio  between  curri-
culum  subgroups  on  the  pre-  and  posttest  measures
of  the  Instruction  score  of  the  PEAT  shows  that
Welding  students  indicated  a  significant  change
in  their  perceptions  of  the  instructor's  in-
str.uction  techniques.     Student  pel`ceptions  suggested
a  decline  in  instructor`  ability  to  impart  infor-
mation.     No  significant  t  I.atios  were  found  between
curriculum  subgroups  on  the  pre-  and  posttest
measures  of  Attitude  and  Decorum  scores  of  the
PEAT  over  a  period  of  one  academic  quarter.
Dul.ing  the  quarter,   Drafting  students  showed  a  sig-
nificant  increase  in  the  direction  of  a  progressive
philosophy.     Their  movement  indicated  greater  acceptance
of  the  educational  setting  where  students  are  allowed  to
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express  attitudes,  thoughts,  and  opinions  with  a  feeling
that  they  contribute  to  a  learning  experience.     Business
students  moved  toward  a  traditional  philosophy  of  education
over  the  academic  quar.ter.     These  students  moved  toward
a  higher  degree  of  firmness,   thoroughness,  and  conscientious-
ness  than  they  held  in  the  pretest  period.    Significant
differences  toward  a  progressive  philosophy  of  Business
Administration  students  when  compared  with  instructors
were  found  on  the  posttest  measure  of  Kerlinger"s  ES-VII
as  they  existed  on  the  pretest  measure.     Electr.ical  students
retained  the  same  significant  differ`ences  on  the  posttest
towal.d  a  traditionaLl  philosophy  of  education  as  on  the
pretest,  when  compared  with  instructors.     On  the  pretest,
Welding  students  showed  an  inclination  toward  a  tr.aditional
philosophy  of  education.    No  significant  differences  were
noted  on  the  posttest  of  Tifelding  students  when  compared  with
instructors.    This  factor  indicated  a  movement  of  instructors
and  Tifelding  students  toward  each  other.     Drafting  students
and  instructors  moved  closer  together  on  the  pre-  and
posttest  measures  of  Kerlingerls  ES-VII.     Tly'then  compar.ed  with
instructors  on  Kerlinger's  ES-VII  pre-and  posttest  measures,
male  students  retained  their  position  of  holding  a  pro-
gressive  educational  philosophy  on  the  posttest  measure
which  they  held  ear.lief.
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Recommendations
Based  upon  the  results  of  this  study  the  following
recommendations  are  made :
I.     That  a  replication  of  this  study  be  conducted
at  a  future  date  with  refinement  of  the
Professional  Education  Attitude  Test     (PEAT)
to  be  considered.
That  there  be  continuous  exploration  of
philosophies  of  instnictors  and  students  to
determine  if  similarities  or.  differences  in
educational  philosophies  tend  to  affect  positively
the  learning  atmospher.e.
That  in-ser`vice  and/or.  other  programs  be  pro-
moted  to  encourage  the  willingness  of  instructors
t,o  be  evaluated  by  students  in  an  on-going
evaluation  of  instructors'  attitudes  and
philosophies .
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Appendix  A
KERIj=FrGER,S   ES    _   V[[
Instructions:     Given  below  are  30  statements   on  educa-
t,ional  ideas   and   rroblems   about  which  ``I,]e  all  have  beliefs,
opinions,   and  at,titudes.     i;rbTe  all   think  differ.ently  about   such
matters,   and  this  scale  is   an  atteript  to  let  you  express  your
beliefs  and  opinions.     To  indicate  your  responses,   circle  the
letters  titThich  express   your  beliefs  most  appropriately  accor`d-
in,g   to   the   followincq   syml.]ols:
VSA   -   Very   ,Stron`rrly   +LAlgree            D   -   Disa.,qr'ee
SA   -   St,rongly   +`itTr.ee                     SD   -   f3trori.gly   I)isa,tree
A   -   Agr'ee                                          VSD  -  Ver`y  Strongly   Disa,qr`ee
Respond  t,o   each  statement   as   best  you  ca`ri„     rTo   rapidly  but
cclrefu.i.1y.      Do   not   spend   t,oo  much  tim_e   on   any  one   stcl*er,lent;
tr.y  to   respond  and   then  go  on.
1.     Lerlrning  is y  a   Pro-
cess  of  increasing  one's   store
of  inf.ormation  abc)ut  the  vari-
ous   fields   of   knowled{ge.
2.     The  Curriculum  consists   of
subtiect  +matter  to  be   learned
and  skills   to  be  acquired.
The  learning  of  proper  att,i-
t,udes   is   often  more  imrior-
tant   t,ha.n   the   lee_rnincf  of  sub-
.iect  matter.
It  is  more  ini.portent  t,hat  the
c}illd   learn   how  to   a_pT)roach
and   solve  r>roblems  than  it  is
for`  him  to+mast,er  the   subtiect
mr]tter  of  the   curriculurE1.
The  true  view  of  education  is
so   t=irran,g:ing   leEtminf?   thp\t,   the
Child   rr.adually  builds   uT)   rri]
store+1.ouse   of   knc>wledfre   that
he   can  \J.se  in   the  futur`e.
6.      tLiiliat   is   needeti   in   t,he   iTiodern
cia:3sroom  is   a   revj.val  of  the
authority  of  the  teac'ner.
VSA       SA       A          D       SD       VSD
VSA       SA       A          D      SD      VSD
VSA      SA      A          D      SD      VSI)
VSA       SA       A          -il       SD      VSD
VSA       SA       A          D       SD       VSD
VSA       SA       A          D       SD       VSD
aTeacher`s   s}`ould   keep   in   nt.ind
that   pupi.I.s   riave   to   be   rna:.de
to   1.,,., orl{o
Schools   of   todcr3.y   fire   rieL_r,-
1ectirig  the  three  R's.
Standards   of.   Tvi\Tork   s]r`:ould   not
be  the  same  for  all  pupils;
they   Shoulc]   v€3r.y   1,r,7ith   t,he
I,upi i.
10.     The  goals   of   educa`tion  should
be   c!ictE`ted   by   chilQ]ren's   iri-
terest,   and   needs   as   +Rv7ell   as   by
the   derriancls   of  society.
11.     Each  subject,  and  activity
should  be  aimed  at   rleveloping
a   pcirticular  i`iart  of  the
chilci,'s   mfr`+keup:       physica`1,
intellectual,   socia.TL,   moral,
or  sTjiritual.
12.     Fvight  from  the  very  first
f_:fade,   tea^chers  must   teach
the   child   at   his   c)1r+un   ]evel
arid  not  att  the  level  of  the
t,c:fade   he   is   in.
13.      Teachers   need   to   be   f,guided
in  tl+That   t,hey   are   to   te€Ich.
FTo   inr.-lividual   teaclier   can
be   t>er.mitted   to   do   as   he
wishes,   especi€?i.lly  when   it
comes   to   teac]'!ing   children.
14.     Learning   experiences   orfJ:ari-
ized  arour]d  life   experiences
rather  than  around  :su'tjjects
is   desirable  in  our  schools.
15.     II`t7e   should   fit   the   curriculum
to  the   cliild  and  not  the  child
to  the   curriculum.
16.     Subjects   that   sharp,en  the  mi.r!d,
like  r:ia.thertlatics   and   for.eirfm
la.ntquages ,    neec}`   `crr`eater   empha`sis
in  the  public   scti.ool.
17.     Sir\.ce  life   is   esseritially  a.
strufrgle,   educat,ion  should
em.T)hen+size   compet,it,ion   i+:End   the
fair  compet,itive  spir`'it.
V\5A       SA       A           D       SD       i,7SD
TvrsA       SA       A           D       SD       VSD
VSA       SA       A          D      SD       VSD
VSA       SA       A          D      SD       VSD
VLC;A       SA       A           D       SD       VSD
VSA       SA       A           D      SD       VSD
1:,,rsA        SjjJ.        A            +:J        SD       VSD
VSA        SA        A            D       SD       -I,+,r.SD
VSA       SA       A          D       SD       VSD
VSA       SA      A          D      SD      i,rsD
VSA      SA       A          D      SD      VSD
18.     The   hc!e,1thy  inter€ict,ion  of  pupils
one  with  another  is   just  as  im-
por.tant  in  school  as   is   t,he
let`]rri_in¢q   of  subtject  natter.
19.     The  organi7.ation  of  inst,rue-
tion  a`nd  learning  must  be
Centered   on  urtiversa.1    itie`141s
and   i_,ruths   if   e\'`iucation  is   to
be  more   than  passir[Lrr   fads   and
fanci es .
20.     The   curr`iculum  should   contain
a.[n   or.clerly   arran.!qer.ten.t   of  sub-
tiect,s   t,ha_t,   r`epreseri.t   the   +Jest
of`  our  cultural  herit:i[qe.
21.     True   discipline  .sprir``fs   from
int,erest,   not,ivcc]tior,   all,d   irt-
volverJient   in  live   pr.oblems.
22.      Emotional   development   a`nd
socicT=j`l   development   are   as
important  in  tb.e  evaluation
of   pupil   pr`o,a:1-ess   as   E`Ic3clemic
a c I_i e ver.h|e I-I t, .
23.      Educa`tion   art.d   ef-luca,tion.al
instit,utions  I?`[ust  be  sources
of  new  social   ideas.
24.     Cti.ildren  should   be   t,autpht   the.t
all   T)1-oblems   should   be   sub-
ject-eci.   to   cr`it,ical   and   objec~
t,ive  scrutili_y,   including  re-
ligious,   rlioral,    eco}io.rnic,   3.nd
social  T]robleris.
25.     One  of  the  big  rl`ifficulties
1.,Tit,h  mocl+erri   schools   is   that
cliscipline  is   often  sa.cr'i-
ficed  to  the  iriterests  of
children.
26.      Teacher`s   should   encc)ur.a:`ge
pupils   to  study  and   cr`iticize
our  own   ancl   other.   ecorjorrlc
systems   and   prclctices.
27.      Childrerl_   r`eed   r.+ncl   should   have
r,^io]re  supervision  and   discipline
than  they  usually  t,q.et.
VSA       SA       A          D       SD      VSD
T`rsA       SA       A           D       .SD       VSD
VSA       SA       A          D      SD      VSD
VSA       SA       A           D       SD       VSD
VSA       SA       A          D      SD      VSD
V+SA       SA       A           D       SI)       VSD
VSA       SA       A          D      SI)      VSD
VSA       SA       A          D      SD      VSD
VSA       SA       J1`           D       SD       VSD
VSA      SA      A          D      SD      T,rso
28.      Schools   Should   tea`ch   c!i.ildren
deperdence   on  higher  moral
va`1ueso
29.      The   nublic   school   should   take
an  a.6tive   par`t   in  stirnu].ating
social   change.
30.     Ijearning  is   experin-_ental;   the
child   srioulc]   be   taurght   t,o
test  altern€J.tives   bel-o]''e
accept,iri.g   any   of   thQr.i„
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Appendix  a
THE   PROFESSIONAI-EDUCATION   ATTITUDE   TEST       (PEAT)
5  -  all  of  the  time
4  -  most  of  the  time
3  -  part  of  the  time
2  -  little  of  the  time
i  -  none  of  the  time
Frankly  evaluate  this  class  up-to-date  on  the  following,
using  the  above  criteria,  by  circling:
1
2
3
4
5
6.
8.
Instruction  star.ts  on  time  and  ends  on  time.
Advance  assignments  ar.e  clear.
The  instructorls  lectures  hold  my  interest.
Instructorls  diction  is  clear.  and  audible.
Instructor  dresses  and  grooms  himself
appropriately .
Instr.uctor  avoids  inappr.opr`iate  sarcasm
and  other  remar`ks  which  might  be  embarassing.
Instructor  has  aL  sense  of  humor.
I  wish  to  taLke  additional  cour.ses  under  the
instructor.
The  instructor  stays  on  the  subject.
10.    I  look  forward  to  attending  this  class.
11.    The  instructor  grades  fairly  and  impartially.
12.     The  instructor`  is  approachable  outside  of
claLss  for  individual  problems  and  questions.
13.    This  cour.se,  as  taught  by  this  instructor,
is  meaningful  to  me  as  a  student.
14.     The  instructor  admits  his  own  mistakes
and  errors.
15.    Instructor  has  a  genial  personality.
16.     The  instructor  possesses  mannerisms  that
add  to  his  presentation.
17.    The  instructor  encourages  creativity  and
individual  thinking.
54321
54321
54321
54321
54321
54321
54321
54321
54321
54321
54321
54321
54321
54321
5   43   21
54321
54321
The  instructor  uses  a  suitable  textbook.
The  instructor.  repeats  lecture  materials
that  are  in  the  textbook.
20.     The  instructor  has  an  adequate  knowledge
of  his  subject.
21.    Instructor  lectures  and  acts  toward  students
in  a  manner  appropriate  to  their  college
grade  level.
22.     The  instructor.  uses  an  aLppropriate  balance
of  instructional  techniques.
54321
54321
54321
54321
54321
23.     The  lessons  in  this  class  are  well  prepar.ed.       5  4  3  21
24.     The  class  meets  for  the  full  period.                        5  4  3  2  1
25.     The  instructor  is  caLlm,   poised  and
self-controlled . 54321
